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Note% from% Voices’% Executive% Director% 3% This% year%
Voices’% continued% implementing% its%Grassroots% Resource%Center,%which%

consists%of%a%Civil%Society%Training%Program%and%a%Research%Institute.%The%

balance% between% strengthening% organizational% capacity% and% increasing%

access% to% information% has% proven% effective% in% empowering% Salvadoran%

communities%to%achieve%their%goals%of%sustainability%and%independence.%

Voices’% small% grants% program% continued% providing% support% to% partner%

communities% and% organizations,% providing% funding% when% it% was%

otherwise%unavailable.%Voices’%Salvadoran%partners%still%face%a%myriad%of%

issues% including% security,% immigration,% land% rights,%access% to% education,%

and% gender% inequality,% and%we%will% continue% to% accompany% them.% Our%

goal% is% that% at% the% end% of% the% day% our% partners% will% sit% back% and% say,%

“Look$what$we$did!”%We%could%not%do%any%of%this%without%our%Board%of%

Directors% and% generous% donor% base.% On% behalf% of% the% staff% and% the%

communities%we%serve%–%Thank%you%for%your%support!!!%%

Stories% from% the% Field%
Voices’% accompaniment% activities%

have% real% impacts% in% the%

communities%we% serve.% To% highlight%

some%of% our% logros& (successes),% this%
report%highlights%a%few%“Stories%from%

the% Field”% providing% detail% about%

historical%memory% in%Morazán,% fight%

against% Sugarcane% in% La% Tirana,% and%

land% rights% in% El% Chile.% These%

successes% exemplify% our% unique%

methodology% of% empowerment%

through% increasing% capacity% and%

access%to%knowledge.%

Member&of&the&Pastoral&Team&
conducting&an&interview&for&the&

Historical&Memory&Project&in&Morazán&&

Young&girl&from&Morazán&participating&in&the&candlelight&Vigil&during&the&
November&celebration&of&repatriation&from&the&Colomoncagua&refugee&camp&
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A%Look%Back%at%2014%
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Grassroots%Resource%Center%3%
Civil%Society%Training%Program%
The%goal%of%Voices’%Civil%Society%Training%Program%(CSTP)%is%

to%build%the%organizational%capacity%of%community%boards%

and% local% development% organizations% so% they%are% able% to%

achieve% food% sovereignty,% environmental% integrity,% and%

other% stated% priorities.% Our% Salvadoran% partners% identify%

needs% and% deficiencies,% and% Voices’% staff% develops% the%

workshops,%trainings,%and%materals%to%address%them.%%

%

In% Ciudad%

Segundo% Montes%

(CSM)% in%

Northern%

Morazán,%Voices’%

CSTP% activities% in%

2014% included%

the% completion%

of% a% Youth%

Leadership%

Training%Program%

with%OSCA,%sex%education%workshops,%Public%Participation%

Workshops%with%ALGES%and%OSCA,%workshops%with%OSMIJ%

(a%youth%group%in%Cacaopera),%and%much%more.%%

%

In% the% Bajo% Lempa% and% San% Juan% del% Gozo% Peninsula,%

Voices’% CSTP% activities% included% workshops% for% the%

community% board% of% La% Tirana% to% build% their% skills% as%

administrators,% leaders,% and% advocates.% Voices% staff% also%

helped%the%founders%of%ACOMADET,%a%new%association%of%

mangrove%communities,%strengthen%their%capacity%to%plan%

and% implement% projects,% and% organize% their% member%

communities.%Voices%also%partnered%with%MOVIAC%to%offer%

40% leaders% in% the% Bajo% Lempa% a% series% of% trainings% on%

advocacy%and%political%participation.%%

%

Voices%staff%also%facilitated%strategic%planning%for%MOVIAC%

to%ensure%the%organization%clearly%articulates%its%goals%and%

objectives,% and% operates% in% a% systematic% and% organized%

manner.% In% addition,% Voices% assisted% the% communities% of%

Amando%Lopez%and%Comunidad%Octavio%Ortiz%review%their%

strategic% plans% to% ensure% the% board% is% on% track% to%

accomplish%their%established%goals%and%objectives.%%

%

Perhaps%more% important% than% these% organized% activities,%

Voices% staff% was% nearly% always% present% in% Northern%

Morazán,% the% Bajo% Lempa,% and% San% Juan% del% Gozo%

Peninsula.% We% accompanied% our% partner% communities%

and% organizations% as% they% engaged% in% their% day^to^day%

Jose&handing&out&diplomas&for&youth&
upon&completing&the&youth&leadership&

training&

2

routines.% Our% field%

volunteer% Ebony%
Pleasants% is% always%
working% alongside%

the% Pastoral% Team%

at% the% Temple% in%

Segundo% Montes%

and% ALGES,% as% well%

as%the%youth%groups%

OSCA% and% OSMIJ.%

Similarly,% Voices’%

Field% Director% Jose%

Acosta% spends%

much%of%his%time%in%

the% Bajo% Lempa%

and% San% Juan% del%

Gozo%Peninsula%advising%community%leaders,%helping%to%

write% proposals,% facilitating%meetings%with%government%

agencies,%and%helping%to%put%plans%into%action.%%

%

Voices% does% not% take% credit% for% all% of% the% great% things%

happening% in% our% partner% communities.% But% we% have%

known%our%partners%for%many%years.%The%trust%we%have%

developed%and%our%willingness% to% listen%means% that%we%

can% have% a% truly% empowering% role.% These% trainings,%

accompaniment,%and%accompaniment%mean%that%at%the%

end%of% the%day%our% communities% can% sit% back% and% say,%

“Look% what% we% were% able% to% accomplish,”% instead% of%
“look%what% Voices% did% for% us.”% Our% partners% know% the%

difference.%%

%

Three&generations&
of&leaders&in&

Northern&Morazán&

Voices&Field&Volunteer&Ebony&
Pleasants&at&a&celebration&in&

Cacaopera,&Morazán&

“Before$the$community$assemblies$received$[training],$
I$ did$ not$ have$ the$ capacity$ to$ express$ my$ opinions;$
now,$ after$ Voices’$ workshops$ I$ am$ able$ to$ express$
myself$ well$ and$ understand$ that$ I$ have$ the$ right$ to$
participate.”$$
%
Maira%Amaya%
Resident%of%Comunidad%Octavio%Ortiz$

323%
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Grassroots%Resource%Center%%
Research%Institute%

It%is%not%enough%to%

be% organized% –%

communities% and%

organizations%

must% have% access%

to% information%

and% analysis%

about% the% issues%

that% affect% them.%

To% that% end,%

Voices% created%

the% Research%

Institute.% In% 2014%

we% wrote% reports%

and% factsheets,%

and% disseminated%

information% on% a%

variety% of% issues%

that% our% partner%

communities%and%organizations%wanted%to%know%more%about.%%

%

Topics%included%large^scale%tourism%projects,%land%rights%in%El%

Chile,% the% Millennium% Challenge% Corporation,% a% Seed%

Distribution% Program,% and% sugarcane% production.% Increased%

access% to% information% has% had% profound% impacts% on% the%

ability% for% communities% to% advocate% for% themselves.% As%

mentioned%above,%Voices%goal% is% for% communities% to% reflect%

and% say,% “Look$ at$ what$ we$ accomplished.”% By% providing%
communities%with%information%and%analysis,%communities%are%

more%empowered%to%step%up%and%speak%for%themselves.%%

%

In% December% 2013,% Voices% published% a% report% on% plans% to%

develop% large^scale% tourism% in% the% Jiquilisco% Bay.% Tourism%

developers% propose% turning% the% region% into% the% “Cancun% of%

Central% America.”% In% early% 2014,% Voices% held% a% number% of%

community%meetings% and% disseminated% hundreds% of% copies%

of% the% tourism% report% to% inform% people% about% what% large^

scale%tourism%would%mean%for%the%region.%The%report%did%not%

recommend% that% communities% should% oppose% tourism,%

rather%concluded%that%what%developers%were%planning%would%

Cover&of&the&El&Chile&Report&
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destroy%local%ecosystems%and%cultures,%and%diminish%access%

to%water% and% land.% From% there% the% communities%made% up%

their%mind%about%large^scale%tourism%and%began%to%organize%

in%opposition.%%

%

As%detailed%on%page%7,%Voices%wrote%a%report%on%land%rights%

in%the%community%of%El%Chile.%Residents%used%the%report%to%

communicate% with% members% of% the% press,% the% State%

Prosecutor’s%Office,%and%the%Salvadoran%Land%Institute,%and%

are%now%in%the%process%of% securing% titles%to% their% land%and%

ousting% land% speculators% from% public% lands% that% they%

acquired%illegally.%%

%

At% the% request% of% a% local% development% organization% that%

had% read% a% factsheet% Voices% had% written% the% year% before,%

our% staff% wrote% a% follow^up% document% that% reflected% the%

latest% information.% The% factsheet%did%not% suggest% that% the%

readers%oppose% the%MCC,% rather% discussed% the% impacts% of%

the% proposed% projects,% the% absence% of% a% participatory%

process,% and%other%potential% impacts%of% the%grant%and% the%

projects%it%will%fund.%%

%

%

Residents&of&ACOMADET&member&communities&
discussing&mangrove&protection,&tourism,&the&

Millennium&Challenge&Corporation,&and&other&topics&
that&affect&their&way&of&life&

Community&Leader&
speaking&at&the&
ACOMADET&
Assembly&in&
October&2014&

333%

“We$have$not$received$any$ information$ from$the$
government$ with$ respect$ to$ the$ Millennium$
Challenge$ Corporation$ [and$ plans$ to$ develop$
tourism],$and$what$we$know$ is$ thanks$Voices$on$
the$ Border.$ They$ shared$ the$ plans$ to$ develop$
tourism$ in$ our$ communities$ and$ we$ are$worried$
because$we$are$vulnerable$to$this$threat.$But$now$
we$ are$ organized$ and$ able$ to$ confront$ these$
types$of$projects.”$$
$
Manuel%Cruz%
President%of%the%Community%of%El%Chile%
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Small%Grants%Program%%
One% of% Voices%most% important% roles% in% El% Salvador% is% as% a%

grant% maker.% For% 27% years% Voices% has% raised% money% and%

made% small% grants% to% the% communities% and% organizations%

we% serve.% During% times% of% emergency% such% as% Hurricane%

Mitch% in% 1998,% the% earthquakes% of% January% and% February%

2001,% flooding% events% in% 2005,% 2007,% 2009,% 2011,% and%

others%we% have% responded%with% aid% that% government% and%

other%agencies%did%not.%

%

Voices%doesn’t%just%respond%in%times%of%crisis%–%we%are%in%the%

communities%on%a%daily%basis%and%provide%numerous%grants%

of%between%$50^3,000.%Voices%has%never%seen%money%to%be%

THE% solution% to% development% issues% in% El% Salvador,% but% at%

times% it’s% necessary% to% get% things% done.% Most% of% Voices%

grants%are%made%with%the%support%of%our%U.S.%partners%–the%

South%Bay%Sanctuary%Covenant,%St.%Peter’s%Catholic%Church%

in% Charlotte% NC,% St.% John% of% God% Catholic% Church% in% San%

Francisco,% the% Flora% Family% Foundation,% and% other%

organizations,%foundations,%and%individuals.%%

%

One% 2014% grant% was% a% monthly% contribution% of% $60% to%

OSMIJ,% a% youth% organization% in% Cacaopera,% Morazán.% The%

small% grant% allows% the% OSMIJ% youth% to% produce% a% weekly%

youth% radio% program.% In% addition% to% discussing% important%

issues%such%as% the%environment,% climate%change,%drug%and%

alcohol% abuse,% public% health,% and% much% more% –% the%

program% gives% a% cadre% of% youth% the% opportunity% to% hone%

their% public% speaking% and% leadership% skills.% The% youth% that%

produce% the% program% have% become% real% leaders% in% their%

community% and% have% been% taking% much% larger% roles% in%

organizing% public% debates% between% local% politicians% and%

workshops%on%a%variety%of%topics.%%

%

In% 2014% we%

provided%

several% grants%

to% cover%

transportation%

costs% so%

residents% of%

our% Salvadoran%

partner%

communities%

could%

participate% in% regional% and% national% events.% In% February%

2014%Voices%approved%a% request% to%pay%for%three%buses%to%

transport%people%from%the%Bajo%Lempa%to%Cabañas%in%order%

to% attend% a% MOVIAC% meeting% with% then% Presidential%

candidate% Salvador% Sanchez% Cerén% to% discuss%

environmental% issues.% Their% participation% was% vital% in%

communicating% that% environmental% protection% is% a% top%

priority% that% the% new% administration% should% address.%

2

We%also%provided%a%small%grant%to%pay%for%three%buses%

to%transport%residents%of%the%Bajo%Lempa%to%Morazán%

so% they% could% attend% the% Celebration% of% the% 25th%

Anniversary% of% the% repatriation% from% the%

Colomoncagua% refugee% camp% in% Honduras.% Many%

residents% of% the% Bajo% Lempa% are% from%Morazán% and%

still% have% family% in% the% region.% It% was% important% for%

them% to% participate% in% the% celebration% and% ensure%

their%children%and%grandchildren%know%that%important%

part%of%their%history.%%

%

Transportation%is%not%one%of%those%expenses%that%a%lot%

of% organizations% or% foundations% will% cover.% But% it% is%

important% for%people% to% be% able% to% attend%meetings,%

marches,% and% other% events% that% happen% outside% of%

their% community% –% and% money% should% not% be% the%

limiting%factor%in%using%their%voices.%%

%

Likewise,%Voices%sponsors%a% lot%of%meetings,%covering%

expenses% such% as% food,% printed% materials% and%

speakers.% The% meetings% are% important% for%

strengthening% coordination% and% communication%

between% organizations% and% communities% with%

common% interests.%Often,% these%meetings%would%not%

be%possible%(or%at%least%as%productive)%without%a%$25^

50% contribution% from% Voices.% And% the% impacts% are%

important.% For% example,% meetings% in% 2014% between%

communities% along% the% San% Juan% del% Gozo% Peninsula%

allowed%them%to%strengthen% their%relationships.%Then%

in% October% 2014% when% an% investor% wanted% to% plant%

800%acres%of%sugarcane%next%to%the%mangrove%forests%

in% La% Tirana,% several% communities% quickly% joined%

forces% to% make% sure% it% didn’t% happen.% If% the%

communities%hadn’t%been%meeting%and%building% their%

relationships,% it% is% quite% likely% that% La% Tirana% might%

have%been% taking% the% investor%on%by% themselves%and%

the%result%would%have%likely%been%much%different.%%

%

Voices% staff% is% very% careful% about% what% we% fund.% In%

addition% to% having% limited% resources,% Voices% and%our%

partners% know% that% lack% of%money% is% not% the% issue% –%

social%and%economic%inequalities%are%the%problem%and%

money%is%not%the%solution.%343%

A&Breakout&session&at&a&meeting&between&community&
leaders&from&around&the&San&Juan&del&Gozo&Peninsula&T&
this&was&just&one&of&several&meetings&in&2014&that&

helped&strengthen&regional&relationships&&

Voices&helped&three&busloads&of&people&
from&the&Bajo&Lempa&attend&this&meeting&

with&then&Presidential&Candidate,&
Salvador&Sanchez&Cerén&
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Based% on%

conversations% with%

our% Salvadoran%

Partner% Communities% and% Organizations,% as% well% as% our% own% analysis% of% the%

current% realities,%Voices% staff%has% identified%several% priorities% for%2015.%We%will%

continue%to%work%through%the%Resource%Center,%focusing%on%specific%issues%such%

as% gender% inequality,% access% to% education,% reproductive% health% education,% and%

sustainability.%We%are%also%very%concerned%about%the%continued%implementation%

of%the%neo^liberal%economic%policies.%%

%

Morazán% ^% In%Morazán,% our% focus%will% be% on% gender% equality% and% overcoming%

issues% born% out% of% the% machista% culture% –% femicide,% sexual% and% domestic%

violence,% lack%of%education%and%economic%opportunities%for%women%and%others.%

We% will% also% assist% the% Pastoral% Team% in% finishing% their% historical% memory%

project,%as%well%as% strengthening% their%organizational% capacity.%The%Association%

of% War% Wounded% asked% that% Voices% facilitate% workshops% on% political%

participation% to% help% them% become% better% advocates.% Voices% staff% will% also% continue% accompanying% two% youth%

groups,% OSCA% and%OSMIJ,% to% build% their% capacity% for% engaging% in% the%political% process% and% shaping% development%

policies%in%their%communities.%%

%

Bajo% Lempa%and% San% Juan%del% Gozo% Peninsula% ^% In% the%Bajo%Lempa%we%will%help% the%community%board%of%Nueva%

Esperanza%develop%a%new%strategic%plan,%and%assist%the%boards%of%Amando%Lopez%and%Comunidad%Octavio%Ortiz%to%

revise%and%update%their%existing%plans.%In%2015%Voices%will%also%get%more%involved%in%education,%providing%teachers%in%

Amando%Lopez,%Octavio%Ortiz,%Presidio,%and%other%communities%with%opportunities%to%further%develop%their%teaching%

skills%and%materials.%Voices%staff%is%already%helping%schools%in%Octavio%Ortiz%and%La%Tirana%negotiate%with%the%Ministry%

of%Education%to%add%more%grades%to%their%local%schools.%%

%

The% Civil% Society% Training% Center% Program% will% continue% building% the% capacity% of%

leaders%throughout%the%Bajo%Lempa%and%San%Juan%del%Gozo%Peninsula%to%accomplish%

local% goals.% This% will% include% accompanying% ACOMADET% as% they% continue% their%

struggle% for% greater% control%over% the%mangrove% forests%where% they% live% and%work.%

That%means%more%workshops%and%trainings%on%designing%and%implementing%projects,%

and% managing% their% organization,% as% well% as% incorporating% as% a% nonprofit%

organization%in%El%Salvador.%%

%

Voices’%Research%Institute%will%continue%investigating%and%reporting%on%issues%that%are%important%to%the%region.%One%

issue% Voices% staff% will% look% into% is% the% ecological% and% social% impacts% of% large^scale% sugarcane% production.% Other%

topics% will% include% updates% on%MCC% projects,% the% seed% distribution% program,% new% neoliberal% economic% policies,%

climate%change,%and%any%others%that%our%partners%identify%as%important.%

%

Small% Grants% ^% In% 2015,% Voices% staff% will% provide% small% grants% to% support% community% initiatives% related% to% the%

Grassroots% Resource%Center% capacity% building% and% advocacy% activities.%With% support% from% several% donors,% Voices%

will% fund% projects% in% La% Tirana% in% order% to% provide% economic% opportunities,%

while%protecting%the%community’s%mangrove%forests.%Voices%will%also%support%El%

Chile’s%efforts%to%secure%land%titles.%Other% issues%are%sure%to%arise%and%we%will%

respond%as%resources%allow.%%

%

Coalitions%^%Voices%will%maintain%a%prominent%role%in%two%coalitions%–%the%Inter^

institutional%Group%of%the%Bajo%Lempa%and%MOVIAC.%These%have%been%strategic%

relationships%that%allow%Voices,%which%is%a%small%organization,%to%have%a%much%

larger%role%in%promoting%just%and%sustainable%development%in%El%Salvador.%

Looking%Forward%to%2015%

ALGES&president&Efrain&and&Voices&
Board&member&Michael&assuming&

the&Morazán&guerilla&pose&

353%
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Hosting%delegations% from%the%U.S.%

to%El%Salvador%is%an%important%part%

of% Voices% work.% In% 2014,% Voices%

hosted% four% delegations% –% the% South% Bay% Sanctuary% Covenant,%

Issues% in% Liberation% (a% class% at% Stanford% University),% a% youth%

delegation% from% San% Jose% CA,% and% a% group% of% teachers% from% the%

Carlos%Rosario%International%School% in%Washington%DC.%Voices%has%

a%few%goals% in%hosting%delegations.%Our%Salvadoran%partners%value%

the%interactions%and%view%delegations%as%an%important%mechanism%

for% engaging%with% the% international% community.% Delegations% also%

shed% light% on% local% issues,% and% in% some% cases% communities% see%

them% as% important% for% their% security.% Spending% time% in% rural% El% Salvador% can% also% be% a% life^changing% experience.%

While% that% sounds% a% bit% cliché,% it% should% not% be% dismissed.% For% some,% delegations% are% the% spark% they% needed% to%

become%more%politically%active%or%understand%how%their%everyday%decisions%affect%communities%around%the%world.%

Delegations% differ% from% other% kinds% of% travel,% in% that% they% generally% include% home^stays% with% families% in% rural%

communities,%providing%unique%opportunities%to%experience%everyday%life%in%a%different%culture.%%

%

South$Bay$Sanctuary$Covenant$(SBSC)$Delegation$%^%Every%year%since%1992,%a%delegation%from%SBSC%has%traveled%to%

Comunidad%Octavio%Ortiz%in%the%Bajo%Lempa%of%Jiquilisco,%Usulután.%In%addition%to%catching%up%with%old%friends,%SBSC%

and%COO%use%the%delegation%as%an%opportunity%to%discuss%development%priorities,%social%and%economic%issues,%and%a%

variety% of% other% topics.% In% 2014,% SBSC% spent% time% in%Morazán,% COO% in% the% Bajo% Lempa,% San% Salvador,% and% even%

participated% in% a% meeting% between% MOVIAC% communities% and% Salvador% Sanchez% Cerén,% who% was% running% for%

President% at% the% time.% In% 2015% SBSC%will% return% to% El% Salvador% to% participate% in% the% Romero% Celebrations% in% late%

March,%as%well%as%visit%with%friends%in%northern%Morazán,%and%their%partner%community%COO.!
!
Stanford$ University% –% Issues& in& Liberation& Theology% is% a% seminar% at%

Stanford% University% led% by% Professor% Tom% Sheehan,% Rev.% Geoff%

Browning,%and%Rev.%Abby%Maupt.%The%course%examines%El%Salvador’s%

history%and%current%events%through%the%lens%of%Liberation%Theology.%

Last% year,% delegates% participated% in% the%Romero%Celebration% in% San%

Salvador,% visited% Northern% Morazán% to% learn% about% the% region’s%

history,% toured% the% mangrove% forest% in% La% Tirana,% and% met% with%

several% government% and% NGO% officials% to% discuss% about% public%

policies.% In% 2015,% delegates% will% again% participate% in% the% Romero%

Celebration%and%meet%with%government%and%NGO%experts,%and%spend%

more%time%in%Northern%Morazán%to%participate%in%historical%memory%

events.%

%

$
San$Jose,$CA$Youth$Delegation%–%In%2014%a%group%of%bi^lingual%high%school%students%and%their%parents%traveled%to%the%
Bajo%Lempa%region%of%El%Salvador%to%discuss%economic%and%social%justice%issues.%While%in%the%region%they%partnered%

with%a%local%theatre%group%to%put%on%a%series%of%plays%in%community%schools%to%raise%awareness%of%solid%waste%(trash)%

management% issues.% The% students% and% parents%were% very%well% received% and%made% a% strong% connection%with% the%

communities%they%visited.%Delegation%leaders%are%organizing%a%new%group%of%students%for%2015%and%Voices%is%excited%

to% facilitate% connections% between% the% U.S.% and% Salvadoran% youth,% and% promote% even% greater% environmental%

awareness.%%

!
Carlos$Rosario$International$School%–%Carlos%Rosario%is%a%charter%school%in%Washington%DC%that%provides%education%

to%immigrants.%The%country%with%the%largest%population%of%students%in%Carlos%Rosario%is%El%Salvador.%Last%July,%a%group%

of% Carlos% Rosario% teachers% spent%almost% two%weeks% in% El% Salvador% to%gain%a% better%understanding%of% the% culture,%

history,% and% other% factors% that% influence% their% students% approach% towards% education.% The% delegation% visited%

Northern%Morazán,%the%Bajo%Lempa,%San%Salvador,%and%other%towns%around%El%Salvador,%meeting%with%schools%and%

NGOs,%and%visiting%historical%sites.!

Students&from&Stanford&University&visiting&the&
Chapel&at&the&University&of&Central&America&

Delegations%%

A&delegation&of&youth&and&parents&from&San&Jose,&
CA&visiting&the&beach&after&leading&a&workshop&on&

solid&waste&management&
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!! We,% the%members% of% Voices% staff,% love% our% jobs.% Everyday%we% are% engaged%

with% issues% that%we%care%deeply%about,%and%partner%with%great%and% inspiring%

people% from%El%Salvador%and%the%U.S.%Of%course%there%are%challenges,%but%at%

the%end%of%the%year% it’s%the%successes%that%we%remember.%There%are%a%few%from%2014%that%stand%out%the%most%–%the%

historical%memory%project%in%Northern%Morazán,%the%struggle%for%land%rights%in%El%Chile,%and%fight%against%sugarcane%in%

La%Tirana.%Theses%success%and%lessons%learned%highlight%the%impact%of%our%accompaniment%in%Morazán%and%Usulután.%%

Stories%from%the%Field%

Over% the% years,% many% people% have% published%

articles% and% books% about% Northern% Morazán,%

documenting% the% region’s% history% during% the%

war,% life% in%the%Colomoncagua%refugee%camp,%and%post^war%resettlement.%Many%articles%and%books%document%the%1981%

massacre% in% El%Mozote,% but% never% before%have% the%people% from%Northern%Morazán% sat% down% to% document% their% own%

history…%until%2014.%%
%

In%2013,%members%of%the%Pastoral%Team%from%the%Temple%in%San%Luis%said%

they%wanted% to%write% their% history% so% their% children,% grandchildren,%and%

future% generations% understand% the% sacrifices% they% made% to% build% a%

peaceful% and% just% community.% Voices’% staff% responded% by% helping% the%

Pastoral% Team% design% a% historical% memory% project% and% developing% the%

skills% needed% to% accomplish% their% goals.% Once% members% of% the% Pastoral%

Team%had%a%plan%and%the%necessary%skills,%Voices%staff%stepped%out%of%the%

way%and%let%them%go%to%work.%

%

The%planning%and%training%process,%which%Voices’%volunteer%Ebony%Pleasants%facilitated,%was%very%important.%Instead%of%

just%diving%in,%members%of%the%Pastoral%Team%laid%out%a%clear%plan%for%gathering%and%organizing%information.%They%learned%

how% to% conduct% interviews% and% help% those% recounting% painful% stories% to% deal% with% the% emotional% stress.% Once% the%

trainings%were% complete,% the% Pastoral% Team% began% collecting%materials% and%memorabilia% from% community%members.%

They% also% hosted% Collective%Memory%Workshops%where%more% than% 150% residents% helped% develop% a% timeline% of% their%

community’s%history.%Members%of%the%Pastoral%Team%then%pieced%together%a%collective%narrative%dividing%the%history%into%

themes%and%distinct%periods.%With%the%Pastoral%Team%serving%as%an%editorial%committee,%the%final%product%was%a%history$
told$by$the$people.%During%the%next%phase%of%the%project,%the%Pastoral%Team%collected%individual%testimonies%from%people%

that% had% participated% in% the% Collective% Memory%

Workshops.% The% interviewers% gave% little% instruction% other%

than% asking% people% to% tell% their% story.% Some% shared% their%

entire% life,% while% others% focused% on% pivotal% events.% All%

those% who% participated% were% happy% to% tell% their% stories,%

and% more% than% a% few% took% advantage% of% the% emotional%

support%group%that%the%Pastoral%Team%organized.%%

%

In%November%2014,%Ciudad%Segundo%Montes%celebrated%the%25th%Anniversary%of%their%repatriation%after%spending%9%years%

in% a% refugee% camp% in% Colomoncagua.% For% the% celebration,% the% Pastoral% Team% put% together% a% presentation% of% their%

historical% memory% project,% highlighting% testimonies% and% some% of% the% collective% memory% narrative.% Voices% helped%

organize%and%fund%the%events,%and%provided%posters%and%t^shirts%to%participants.%%

%

This% project% has% been% an% important% opportunity% for% residents% of%

CSM% to% process% a% very% painful% history.% It% will% also% ensure% that%

future% generations% will% hear% stories% that% otherwise% would% have%

been% lost% forever.% The% final% product% is% the% voice% of% the% people% –%

one% generation% speaking% to% others,% without% outside% analysis% or%

filters.% Voices% role% has% been% limited% to% facilitating% trainings,%

documenting% the%process,%and% funding%some%of% the%celebrations.%

We’ve%made%sure%to%stay%out%of%their%way,%so%that%the%end%of%the%

day,%they%can%sit%back%and%say,%“Look%what%we%did!”%%

Historical%Memory%in%Ciudad%Segundo%Montes%
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“You$ have$ to$ see$ this$ [historical$ memory$ project]$ as$
part$ of$ a$ process$ to$ construct$ an$alternative$ society,$
and$Voices’$ support$ in$ the$gathering$of$ the$collective$
history$helps$us$advance$this$process.”$$
$
Father%Miguel%Ventura,%%
Religious%Leader%in%Ciudad%Segundo%Montes%



!!

%

La% Tirana% is% a% small% community%

located% in% one% of% the% most%

pristine% mangrove% forests% in%

Central%America.%In%October%2014,%residents%learned%that%the%owner%of%800%

acres%of%land%just%outside%La%Tirana%was%leasing%the%land%to%an%investor%who%

wanted% to% produce% sugarcane.% Sure% enough,% the% in% November,% tractors%

showed%up%to%start%plowing%and%planting.%%

%

When% residents% of% La% Tirana% learned% of% the% plan% to% grow% sugarcane% they%

began%protesting,%fearing%that%sugarcane%production%would%devastate%their%

mangrove% forests.%The%agrochemicals%during%production%would% leach% into% the%estuaries% that% run% through% the% forests,%

killing%trees,%undergrowth,%and%aquatic%life.%The%Law%on%Protected%Natural%Areas%designates%land%adjacent%to%mangroves%

as%buffer%zones,%meaning%that%the%owners%cannot%do%anything%on%that%land%that%would%harm%the%forests.%%

%

In%October,%a%delegation%from%La%Tirana%traveled%to%Jiquilisco%to%meet%with%the%mayor.%

When%community% leaders%got%to%City%Hall,%a% receptionist% told% them%that%no%one%could%

see% them.% So% the% delegation%went% outside% City% Hall% and% began% protesting.%Within% 10%

minutes% the%Mayor,%members% of% the%municipal% council,%and% representatives% from%the%

Municipal% Environmental% Unit% said% they% could% meet% with% delegation.% Voices’% Field%

Director% Jose% Acosta% accompanied% them% to% City% Hall% but% did% not% participate% in% the%

meeting% because% it% was% La% Tirana’s% meeting,% not% Voices,% and% they% were% more% than%

capable%of%communicating%with%the%Mayor.%During%the%three^hour%meeting,%the%Mayor%

agreed% to%support%La%Tirana% in%opposing%sugarcane%production%and%offered% to%contact%

the%Ministry%of%the%Environment.%%

%

For% several% weeks,% residents% of% La% Tirana,% Monte% Cristo,% and% other% communities%

organized% a% group% to% monitor% the% land% to% make% sure% no% one% started% plowing,% while%

others% continued% to% negotiate% with% the% Mayor’s% office% and% the% Ministry% of% the%

Environment.% On% November% 19% the% tractors% came% to% start% plowing.% Community%

members%quickly%gathered%on% the%property%and% stood% in% front% of% the% tractors% to% stop%

them%from%breaking%ground.%The%landowner%and%investor,%who%were%nearby,%said%they%

would% meet% with% a% small% delegation% from% the% communities% but% they% refused% to% address% the% whole% crowd.% The%

communities%said%they%would%only%meet%as%a%group%and%did%not%send%a%delegation.%The%two%sides%never%met.%

%

During%the%months%of%October%and%November,%the%communities%tried%to%

get%the%Ministry%of%the%Environment%to%come%see%the%land%and%intervene,%

but%no%one%ever%showed%up.%A%Ministry%official%said%he%tried%to%attend%a%

meeting%but%was%unable%to%get%to%the%communities%because%youth%gangs%

along% the% main% road% stopped% him.% Even% without% the% Ministry’s%

assistance,%the%communities%were%able%to%keep%sugarcane%producer%from%

breaking%ground.%The%issue%was%resolved% for%the%short^term,%but%unless%

the%Ministry%steps%in%before%October%2015,%the%tractors%will%return.%

%

Stopping%the%sugarcane%growers%was%a%big%deal% for%La%Tirana%and%other%

communities% in% the% region.% It% was% the% first% time% they% advocated% for%

themselves,%taking%on%a%wealthy%landowner,%demanding%action%from%the%

Mayor’s% office,%and%organizing% the%communities.%They%did%so%with% little%

outside%support.%Voices%was%at%every%protest,%but%we%limited%our%role%to%one%of%support%and%to%bare%witness,%nothing%

more.%We%didn’t%have%to%do%more%because%all%of%the%capacity%building%and%community%organizing%we’ve%been%doing%over%

the% past% two% years% empowered% community% leaders% to% take% care%of% the% issue% themselves.% That’s% the%purpose% of% the%

Grassroots%Resource%Center%–%to%ensure%that%communities%and%organizations%are%able%to%advocate%for%themselves%and%

decide%what%happens% in% their% community.%This% is%another%great%example%of% the%communities%being%able%to% look%back%

and%say,%“Look%what%we%did!”%%!

La%Tirana%Fights%Sugarcane%

La&Tirana&youth&getting&ready&to&paddle&
through&the&mangrove&forests&that&sustain&

his&community!

Residents$of$La$Tirana$
survive$my$harvesting$

crabs$(punches)$from$the$
mangrove$forests.$

Sugarcane$production$
would$destroy$the$

mangroves$and$their$
livelihood.$
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“When& we& heard& about& the& plans& to&
cultivate& sugarcane,& we& were& worried&
about& the& damage& it& could& cause& to& the&
mangroves.& We& started& to& protest& and&
advocate& with& the& Mayor’s& office& and&
Ministry& of& Environment& to& stop& the&
project.& The& first& organization& that&
accompanied& us& [in& this& struggle]& was&
Voices,&for&which&we&are&very&grateful.&&
Naun$Diaz,$
Leader$of$the$Community$of$La$Tirana$



!!
Another% success% this% year%

was% in% El% Chile,% a% small%

community% of% 22% families%

located%on%the%San%Juan%del%Gozo%Peninsula.%Though%residents%

have% been% living% in% El% Chile% and% working% their% land% since% the%

mid^1980s,%they%have%never%had%legal%titles%to%their%properties.%

El% Chile% used% to% be% organized% as% a% cooperative,% meaning% the%

land%was%owned%collectively.%When% the%cooperative% dissolved%

its%members%did%not%go% through% the%complex% legal% process%of%

dividing%and%titling% land%it% to% the%associates.%Residents%kept%the%lots%where%they% lived%and%another%small%plot% for%

growing%crops.%%

%

The%lack%of%legal%titles,%however,%has%caused%serious%problems%for%the%residents%of%El%Chile.%Wealthy%investors%have%

been%acquiring% land%in%and%around%El%Chile%and%residents%have%been%unable%to%stop%them.%One%investor%acquired%

property%on%the%western%part%of%the%community,%taking%public%land%that%residents%had%hoped%to%use%for%a%school%or%

park.%To%protect%his%newly%acquired%land,%the%investor%erected%a%fence%extending%from%the%main%road%all%the%way%

through% the% mangrove% forests% and% to% the% Bay.% In% the% mangroves,% the% investor% posted% no% trespassing% signs,%

threatening%legal%action%against%violators.%However,%whoever%sold%the%land%did%not%own%it,%especially%the%section%of%

mangrove%forest,%which%is%protected%State%land%that%cannot%be%privatized.%Another%investor%purchased%and%fenced%

off%land%to%the%east%of%El%Chile,%denying%them%access%to%the%mangroves%on%that%side%of%the%community%as%well.%Yet%

another%investor,%Gustavo%Guerrero%acting%on%behalf%of%the%Tesak%Family,%purchased%land%on%the%seaside%region%of%

El%Chile%where%residents%do%their%farming.%The%plan%is%to%subdivide%the%land%for%vacation%homes,%hotels,%and%other%

tourism^related%businesses.%%

%

In%February%and%March%of%2014,%Voices%staff%met%with%El%Chile%community%leaders%

to%discuss%the%issue.%At% their% request%we%wrote%up% the%issue% in%a%10^page% report.%

The% report%went% through%several%drafts,%with%community% leaders% reviewing%each%

one%to%add%details%and%make%sure%we%got%their%rather%complex%story%right.%In%April,%

Voices% published% a% final% draft% of% the% report% detailing% the% community’s% struggle%

over% land% rights.% Voices% and% other% partner% organizations% then% held% a% press%

conference% in% San% Salvador% to% present% the% issue% to% the% press.% Journalists% asked%

Voices%to%organize%a%tour%of%the%San%Juan%del%Gozo%Peninsula%including%El%Chile%so%

they% could% learn% more% about% the% threat% to% the% mangroves,% plans% to% develop%

tourism,%and%El%Chile’s% land% rights% issues.%Voices%and%other%groups%organized% the%

tour% for% 20% journalists% in%May%2014.%After% the% tour,% journalists% published% stories%

about% El% Chile’s% land% rights% problem,% getting% the% attention%of% El% Salvador’s% State%

Prosecutor.%In%July%2014%investigators%from%the%Prosecutor’s%Office%went%to%El%Chile%

to% investigate%allegations% that% investors%had% encroached%on% state% land,% including%

the% mangroves,% dunes,% and% beach.% They% concluded% that% investors% had% violated% the% law% and% brought% charges%

against%them.%They%also%requested%that%the%Salvadoran%Institute%for%Land%Reform%(ISTA)%go%to%El%Chile%and%remove%

illegally%placed%fences%and%begin%working%with%the%community%on%getting%their% land%titles.%Though%the%process%of%

getting%land%titles%is%complicated,%it%should%be%complete%in%2015.%%

%

Voice% role% in% this% process% has% been% limited% to% helping% the% community%

write^up% their% own% story% and% facilitating% communication% with%

journalists.%During%that%process,%the%community%took%control%over%their%

own% narrative% and% began% advocating% for% themselves.% Voices% also%

provided% limited% funding% for%an% attorney% and%other%expenses,%but% the%

community% is% largely% advocating% for% themselves% and% taking% control% of%

their% future.%This% is% yet% another% instance% in%which% the%community%will%

be%able%to%reflect%back%and%say,%“Look%what%we%did!”%%

El%Chile%Land%Rights%

Jose&Acosta&investigating&the&
mangroves&that&private&

developers&fenced&off&in&El&Chile&

Fisherman&in&El&Chile&on&a&traditional&fishing&boat&
with&the&fenced&off&mangroves&in&the&background&–&
the&community&uses&the&mangroves&to&harvest&

clams&that&they&sell&at&market&
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!

Voices%staff%is%small,%but%we%have%a%tremendous%network%of%supporters%that%

allow%us%to%continue%our%work%of%accompaniment%and%solidarity.%Donations%

from%individuals,%churches%and%other%U.S.%Partners,%and%foundations%give%us%

the%freedom%to%respond%to%the%immediate%and%long^term%needs%of%our%Salvadoran%partners.%This%allows%us%to%avoid%

being%trapped%in%projects%that%satisfy%donor%priorities%but%not%necessarily%the%needs%of%the%communities%we%serve.%%

%

The%Voices% staff%makes%sure% that%your% contribution% is%put% to%work% fighting% the%good% fight.%Over% the%past% several%

years%we%have%carefully%lowered%our%administrative%costs% in%order%to%maximize%the%amount%of%funds%available%for%

projects.% It’s% a% little% hard% to% believe,% but% all% the% activities% and% accomplishments%we% reported% above% –% all% of% the%

Grassroots%Resource%Center%workshops%and%reports,%as%well%as%funding%our%small%grant%program%–%we%did%for%less%

than%$155,000.%Our%budget%for%2015%is%just%a%little%higher%at%$160,000.%%%

%

%

%

%

%
We%need% your%help% to%ensure% that%youth% in%La%Tirana%have%access% to%education.%The%community% school% is% just%a%

couple% of% rooms% in% an%old% building% at% the% entrance% to% the% community,% and% they%have%only% had%one% teacher% for%

grades%K^6.%Last%month%Voices%staff%and%La%Tirana%Community%Board%got%the%Ministry%of%Education%to%approve%a%7th%

grade%at% the%school% so%that%15%students,%14%girls%and%one%boy,%can%continue%studying%–%we%are%going% to%work%on%

adding%grades%for%next%year.%%

%

The% catch% is% that% Voices% has% to% hire% a% new% teacher% and% cover% their% salary% ^% $350% a% month.% The% community% is%

providing%housing%and% food,%but%we%have% to% find%$3,150% to% pay% the% salary% through% the% end% of% the% year% (April3
December).%Please%help%us%provide%education%to%these%youth%with%a%generous%contribution.%
%

Several%of% our%donors%have% signed%up% for%monthly% contributions% using% our% Network% for% Good%page% (visit% us% at%
www.votb.org% and% click% on% the% Donate% Now% button).%This% is%a% simple% and%effective%way%of% being% involved% and%

ensuring%La%Tirana%get%the%education%that%they%need!%You%may%also%send%a%check%to:%

%

% % % % % % Voices%on%the%Border%
% % % % % % 5614%Connecticut%Ave%NW%#103%
% % % % % % Washington%DC%20015%%
%

There%are%several%ways%to%follow%Voices%and%our%Salvadoran%partners:%%

%

Visit% our%webpage:%www.votb.org% % ^%there%you%will% find%information%about%Voices%on% the%Border,%our%Salvadoran%

partner% communities,% staff,% and% activities.% You% will% also% find% links% to% our% Blogs,% reports,% and% other% important%

information.% We% maintain% a% page% called% El$ Salvador$ Resources% that% provides% links% to% a% variety% of% resources,%
including%other%blogs,%news%sources,%interesting%reports%and%articles,%and%even%some%Salvadoran%Laws.%%

%
Read% our% Blog:% Voices% staff% keeps% two%blogs,% one% that% provides% Information% and%Analysis% from%El% Salvador,% and%

another%that%reports%on%activities%from%Northern%Morazán.%Here%are%links%to%the%Blogs%(once%you%are%on%the%page,%

you%may%sign%up%to%receive%notices%when%we%post)%

%

%https://voiceselsalvador.wordpress.com/%%and%https://voicesfromcsm.wordpress.com/%%

%

We%are%also%on%Facebook%and%Twitter:%%

%

%

Facebook:%https://www.facebook.com/voicesontheborder%%

Twitter:%https://twitter.com/voiceselsal%%

Thank&you&Donors&

Help&Voices&Pay&for&a&Teacher&in&La&Tirana&

Follow&Voices&&
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